
Preface 
 
 
The last few years have seen an acceleration of interest in personnel management systems. 
The process of personnel management often consists of two, usually strongly interwoven, 
phases: manpower planning and personnel scheduling. Manpower planning (staff sizing) can 
be thought of as the strategic problem, which is concerned with different aspects of employee 
demand and supply over a relatively long planning period. The personnel scheduling phase 
usually refers to short term staff assignment and rostering. In both problems it is necessary to 
focus attention upon a wide variety of constraints, such as budgetary, legal, and management 
requirements, staff preferences, etc. Such constraints make the problems particularly complex 
and time consuming. Poorly constructed plans and schedules can have a number of 
detrimental effects on the performance of an organization, such as increased costs due to 
overstaffing or overtime payments. If the schedules are perceived to be inflexible or unfair, 
they may reduce staff morale, increase absenteeism and staff turnover, etc. There has been a 
growing recognition of the need for computerized decision support systems for personnel 
management. Such systems can potentially increase the quality of plans/schedules, reduce 
favoritism, and significantly reduce the administrative costs of personnel managers in a broad 
range of organizations.  
 

The Annals of Operations Research has already hosted two volumes (127 and 128) on 
“Staff Scheduling and Rostering: Theory and Applications” in 2004. The main reason for a 
new volume on this topic is that it attracts significant research interest from both the 
Operational Research and the Computer Science communities, and a considerable amount of 
research has been carried out in this area since the publication of the 2004 volumes. 
Nevertheless, computerized personnel management systems are still very uncommon in 
practice. This volume attempts to bridge the still existing gap between the theory and practice 
of personnel planning and scheduling, and presents the latest advances in the field.  
 

This volume devoted to personnel scheduling and planning welcomed both papers 
that discuss theoretical issues and those that consider real-world applications. In total, 21 
research papers have been accepted for publication after a rigorous reviewing process. These 
papers address a diversity of issues regarding both manpower planning and personnel 
scheduling. They use a wide spectrum of methodologies that were developed or have been 
employed for solving the problems. This spectrum includes the presentations of exact 
methods, which offer optimal solutions. It also includes heuristic and meta-heuristic 
approaches, which can be employed when exact methods are of limited value. The selected 
papers use single objective methods or multiobjective methods, which simultaneously 
consider partial conflicts among objectives, such as cost and quality of the provided service. 
Some of the approaches are deterministic by their nature and assume that all parameters and 
relations in the models are known and precisely defined, while others are stochastic or fuzzy 
and take into consideration the uncertainty, vagueness, and imprecision of real-world 
environments. Some interesting research is conducted into multi agent systems, which prove 
to be a valuable tool in distributed approaches to personnel planning and scheduling. 
 

The papers are classified into four groups: Manpower Planning, Personnel 
Scheduling and Rostering, Integrated Planning and Scheduling, and Real-world 
Applications. We do not want to impose strict borderlines between these groups. The 
motivation of the editors to classify papers into these groups was driven by different decision 
levels that are usually present in planning and scheduling, but some papers could appear in 
more than one group.  
 

Manpower planning usually involves long term strategic decisions that are taken by 
the management, including demand modelling, promotion planning, determining 
required/desired staffing levels, etc. Scheduling (rostering) usually involves the assignment of 



employees to specific tasks or shifts, dealing with daily adjustments due to fluctuations in 
demand and availability of employees. The results of the higher decision level in the 
hierarchy feed into the lower level. The editors believe that the integration of planning and 
scheduling is an attractive but very complex challenge that has not been fully explored yet. 
For this reason, we highlighted a group of papers that deal with this topic. An integration of 
planning and scheduling should enable the impact of manpower planning on scheduling 
decisions, and vice versa, by iteratively improving the planning process and the scheduling 
solutions. It is expected to lead to better overall solutions. In such approaches an effective 
coordination between the two processes becomes essential.  
 

We are also keen to highlight papers that address real-world problems. Indeed, a large 
number of papers in this volume address complex problems that arise in practice and use real-
world data in their experiments. However, in this group we distinguish papers that concentrate 
upon the real-world situations and those that introduce systems applied in different 
organizations. 
 

We present a short description of the contents of each paper.  
 
Manpower Planning:  
 
A. Corominas, A. Lusa, and R. Pastor present two mixed integer linear programming models 
for the problem of scheduling working time in companies dealing with seasonal demand. The 
proposed model enables flexibility by distributing the employees’ annual working time 
irregularly, while compensating for the worse working conditions financially or by reducing 
the standard working time.  
 
T. De Feyter introduces a time discrete mixed push and pull manpower planning model that 
allows both types of promotion flow to occur simultaneously. The author discusses the 
asymptotic behavior of the model and shows that, under certain conditions, it becomes stable.  
 
A. K. Chattopadhyay and A. Gupta developed a stochastic approach to the staffing problem in 
which the skill classes have varying sizes, and promotion occurs only on the basis of 
seniority.  
 
J. F. Bard, D. Morton, and Y.M. Wang address an uncertain staff demand that arises in the 
personnel planning problem in mail processing and distribution centers. The stochastic integer 
programming is employed to solve the problem.  
 
L. Di Gaspero, J. Gärtner, G. Kortsarz, N. Musliu, A. Schaerf, and W. Slany consider both 
theoretical and practical aspects of the minimum shift design problem. They propose a 
method for selecting work shifts and assigning people to these shifts in order to minimize the 
deviation from predefined workforce requirements.  
 
S. Genta and J. C. Muñoz discuss a problem of home delivery of small parcels, and introduce 
a methodology to estimate the number of routes to be served by each driver by taking into 
consideration their estimated efficiency. 
 
Personnel Scheduling and Rostering:  
 
S. M. Al-Yakoob and H. D. Sherali introduce a two-stage heuristic procedure to solve 
practical sized instances of an employee scheduling problem for spatially distributed gas 
stations. The approach deals with the employees’ preferences for particular gas stations, for 
on/off days, and for specific shifts.  
 



J. Belien and E. Demeulemeester use a two-column generation approach to a trainee 
scheduling problem in hospitals, and compare decomposition on activities with the novel 
decomposition on trainees.  
 
H. Ni and H. Abeledo develop a model for a large-scale employee tour scheduling, and use a 
branch-and-price method to solve the problem.  
 
I. Addou and F. Soumis have generalized the Bechtold-Jacobs model for shift scheduling. The 
authors prove that the additional set of constraints required to make the model applicable to 
shift scheduling problems with extraordinary overlap is both sufficient and minimal. 
 
M. Marte employs constraint logic programming to schedule a given set of meetings between 
students and teachers in schools.  
 
E. Kaplansky and A. Meisels present a multi agent architecture to tackle distributed employee 
timetabling problems. It is composed of a set of scheduling agents that solve the local 
timetabling problems at each department, but also negotiate with other agents in order to 
achieve a consistent solution for the organization as a whole.  
 
E. Tsang, J. Ford, P. Mills, R. Bradwell, and P. Scott introduce an open source constraint 
programming system called ZDC-rostering. It separates problem formulation from problem 
solving, and enables users to solve real-world problems without having expert knowledge 
about the constraint language and the constraint solving techniques.  
 
D. Parr and J.M. Thompson introduce a weighted cost function to determine the quality of a 
solution for the nurse rostering problem. Setting high weights to coverage constraints might 
make it difficult to find satisfying solutions with respect to the preference constraints. The 
problem is addressed by combining SAWing and Noising methods with Simulated Annealing.  
 
U. Aickelin and J. Li propose a technique to implement explicit learning from past solutions 
for the nurse rostering problem. A set of flexible rules is generated by applying the Bayesian 
network.  
 
P. Lučić and D. Teodorović present models based on local search and population search to 
solve an aircrew rostering problem for pilots that takes into account both the air carrier’s 
interests and the crew’s preferences.  
 
W. Tharmmaphornphilas and B.A. Norman propose a heuristic methodology for generating 
job rotation schedules in a setting with different worker profiles. The heuristics enable a fast 
construction of robust schedules for both the deterministic and the stochastic version of the 
problem. 
 
Integrated Planning and Scheduling:  
 
Y. Li, J. Chen, X. Cai present an integrated approach to determine the manpower planning 
and scheduling decisions for service organizations where customer demand must be satisfied 
promptly, implying that neither inventory nor backorder are available.  
 
M. de la Asunción, L. Castillo, J. Fernández-Olivares, O. García-Pérez, A. González, and F. 
Palao include soft temporal constraints represented by fuzzy sets in a partial order planner 
that is used within a decision support system for integrated planning and scheduling of forest 
fire fighting. 
 



Real-world Applications:  
 
R. S. K. Kwan and A. S. K. Kwan deal with the bus/train driver scheduling problem, and 
propose a new approach to reduce the size of the large search space that is typical for such 
problems. The developed system is in use in a number of cities in the United Kingdom that 
provide large and complex transport network services.  
 
S. Mirrazavi and H. Beringer present an integrated Web-based workforce management 
system, which integrates forecasting and calculation of workload and generates a staff 
schedule. The system is in use in Sainsburys Supermarket Limited – a large chain of 
supermarkets in the United Kingdom.  
 
 

In summary, the editors believe that this volume of the Annals of Operations 
Research presents an interesting and varied collection, which would certainly be useful and 
stimulating to anyone who wants to gain a broad perspective in personnel planning and 
scheduling.  
 

We would like to thank the authors who submitted articles to this volume for their 
excellent work and cooperation throughout the preparation of this special issue. We would 
also like to thank the reviewers for their valuable contribution to the demanding refereeing 
process. We would like to express our particular gratitude to the late Editor-in-Chief of the 
Annals of Operations Research, Professor Peter Hammer, for the trust and valuable advice 
that he provided throughout our editorial work. Special thanks should go to Professor 
Edmund Burke for his helpful comments and thoughtful discussion about various aspects of 
personnel planning and scheduling. 
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